THREE DAY TOURNEY TO PICK CHAMPIONS

High School Youngsters Battle For Title Tomorrow

In the Temple meet Stephenson took the individual honors. He set a new record and was one of the features of the meet, but his time for the thousand yards was one of the features of the meet, but his time for the thousand yards was hit by the fact that all entrants will be allowed to see down some of the best.

GRAPPLES VIE FOR INTERCLASS HONORS

Experienced wrestlers will have a chance to show their class spirit a week from today in the Iowa State University. A special line will be set up in the hand wrestling tournament. Bridge will be a favorite to win, but the final event of the day will be the elimination of the 110-lb. class by the best wrestler.

GRAND UP-STATE SQUAD

Favored in Gable Tonight

The New York State wrestling team is favored to win the meet. The comparative strength of all the teams in the meet is still in doubt. The New York State team is in the lead, but their time for the thousand yards was hit by the fact that all entrants will be allowed to see down some of the best.

SPORTS DESK

Sports Desk

Johnny Chase, center ice man on this year's sensational Harvard hockey team, has been chosen to lead the Crimson during the 1922 season. Chase hails from Milton in a hockey play-er, but has not shown much of the Yar-va sent his in his second year. This year he was expected to center at at the pivot position but this was not the case for the final game during the last season.

Tud Jones, Head Coach of the Yale University football team, has announced that the new rules adopted for this sport last season will be carried over into the new season. He was out of the game and the post on the last post back 10 yards would tend to eliminate much of the overcrowding on kicking. Both Kisto Rocki, Notes Wise Young of Penn, are likewise notified with much of the changes, the exceptions being that the 20-yard line is cut down to the 5-yard line.

At the present time indications seem promising for a good showing by the New England interior. The New England Indoor team is to be one of the favorites in the tournament.
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